Broadwas walk #1 from Village Hall
Please keep dogs on leads near livestock and
close all gates securely. Thank you.
1. Park at the Village Hall
2. Start by using the track leaving the hall
on your left.
3. At the first style turn left. At the next
style turn right and skirt the field down
to a double gated footbridge.
4. Head diagonally left up the hill to a metal
gate.

5.
Through the gate, a few steps and turn left, follow
path uphill for several hundred steps and bear right up
through a narrow passage to a style.

6.
Passing by the goat enclosures continue onward,
checking all gates are secured. Continue up the rise. A
wide farm track veers off right.
7.
Bear left just before this track and keep the hedge
on your right. You will descend through several fields to a
narrow passage way to the road (to Broad Green).
8.
Turn left along the road till you reach the Broad
Green village sign at which point turn left on to the field
path. Follow the hedgerow on your left down to a bridge
across a stream.
9.
Bear left after crossing the bridge to a style. Turn
left and follow the hedgerow.
10. Almost at top of the field, look for a gap in left hedge down a steep slope to a style. Then over another style
(that at time of writing was orphaned from its fence). Onward to the crest of the hill slightly left of the pylon to
another style and then with hedge on your right head onward to Stoney Ley. Through the kissing gate, turn left
and back to the Village Hall. Approximately 2.8 km with nice views. Notices concerning Cattle / Bulls in fields are
to remind dog owners to keep their pets on leads near livestock. January 2019.

